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Genomics England Scales Up Genomic
Sequencing with Quantum ActiveScale™
Object Storage
New Object-Storage Solution Enables the Organization to Sequence
Millions of Genomes in Quest to Beat COVID-19

SAN JOSE, Calif., Sept. 10, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Quantum Corp. (NASDAQ: QMCO)
today announced that Genomics England has expanded their Quantum ActiveScale object
storage solution as part of an integrated environment designed to store, protect, and provide
access to hundreds of petabytes of genomic data. The solution enabled the organization to
scale up from sequencing 100,000 genomes to millions while improving data resilience,
controlling costs, and avoiding IT complexity. The implementation supports Genomics
England's commitment to sequence the genomes of intensive care patients with COVID-19
and other people with the virus and is an example of Quantum's leadership in storing and
managing unstructured data.

Expanding Genomic Work Beyond the Limits of an Existing NAS System
Genomics England was established in 2013 by the UK's Department of Health & Social Care
to support the 100,000 Genomes Project—a groundbreaking effort to sequence whole
genomes from a vast number of patients with rare diseases and common cancers. In 2018,
the project was significantly expanded: The new goal was to sequence up to five million
genomes over five years.

Unfortunately, the existing network-attached storage (NAS) system used for genomic data
was not up to the task. The NAS, which held 21 PB of data, had reached its node-scaling
limit. Genomics England needed something more scalable than existing NAS solutions—an
infrastructure that could grow to hundreds of petabytes. A new solution also had to facilitate
simple, flexible access to data by more than 3,000 researchers around the world.

Selecting Quantum ActiveScale Object Storage as Part of a Single, Integrated Solution
To explore new storage solutions, Genomics England consulted with Nephos Technologies,
an independent UK-based data services organization, to design and implement a new
storage solution. After evaluating several possibilities, the Nephos team designed a multi-
faceted solution that incorporates a high-performance parallel file system from WekaIO,
Mellanox® high-speed networking, and Quantum ActiveScale object storage.

The solution creates a two-tier architecture that combines flash storage plus an object
storage system, which serves as a long-term data lake repository. The two storage tiers—

https://www.quantum.com/en/products/object-storage/
https://mma.prnewswire.com/media/548503/Quantum_Corp_Logo.html


each of which can be scaled independently—present as a single hybrid storage
environment. As a result, researchers have the flexibility to query data in a highly
randomized fashion.

Taking on New Challenges During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Within a few years of deploying the new storage environment, Genomics England needed to
expand again. The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 presented new,
urgent challenges for the global medical-scientific community, and Genomics England was in
a prime position to help better understand who is susceptible to the virus. The organization
committed to sequencing the genomes of up to 20,000 intensive care patients with COVID-
19 plus up to 15,000 people with the virus who are experiencing only mild symptoms.

Around the same time that Genomics England was ramping up participation in COVID-19
research, the ActiveScale solution platform was acquired by Quantum. A Quantum team
facilitated a smooth transition for Genomics England, which then expanded the object-
storage environment from 40 PB to more than 100 PB.

Scaling was seamless. The ActiveScale system's architecture is underpinned by its RAID
replacement technology, with intelligent, dynamic placement of erasure coded data. That
placement of data eliminates the need for system rebalancing which can compromise
performance and availability.

Protecting Vital Genomic Data
ActiveScale object storage protects data and provides the resiliency that Genomics England
needs for its critical work. The organization takes advantage of the geo-distributed capability
of ActiveScale, an added strength of Quantum's RAID replacement technology that spreads
data and parity across multiple nodes in the storage grid. With ActiveScale object storage,
the organization distributes data across three data centers, for full data protection against a
major disaster such as site-loss. Data can continue to be accessed for reading and writing at
the remaining sites and withstand additional hardware failures offering 19x9s data durability.

Gaining Scalability While Controlling Costs and Complexity
With ActiveScale object storage, Genomics England no longer faces the capacity limits of its
previous NAS solution. The organization has been able to expand its object storage to
support more genomic analysis and even take on additional COVID-19 work without a major
overhaul. In the future, Genomics England can easily integrate ActiveScale object storage
with the Amazon S3–compliant public cloud environments for additional protection and
scaling flexibility.

The storage environment is also helping to reduce costs. According to Nephos, the
Genomics England team decreased storage costs by 75 percent per genome compared with
the previous environment. The organization is expected to reduce costs by 96 percent by
2023.

Just as important, the Genomics England team has experienced these benefits without
adding complexity. The new integrated storage environment makes it simple for researchers
from around the world to store and access the genomic data they need for their work.

Read the entire case study for Genomics England:
https://www.quantum.com/en/resources/customer-success/genomics-england/

https://www.quantum.com/en/resources/customer-success/genomics-england/


About Quantum
Quantum technology and services help customers capture, create, and share digital content
—and preserve and protect it for decades.  With solutions built for every stage of the data
lifecycle, Quantum's platforms provide the fastest performance for high-resolution video,
images, and industrial IoT. That's why the world's leading entertainment companies, sports
franchises, researchers, government agencies, enterprises, and cloud providers are making
the world happier, safer, and smarter on Quantum. Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO)
and was added to the Russell 2000® Index on June 26, 2020. For more information
visit www.quantum.com.

Quantum, the Quantum logo, are registered trademarks, and ActiveScale is a trademark of
Quantum Corporation and its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. Mellanox
is a registered trademark of NVIDIA. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.

"Safe Harbor" Statement: This press release contains "forward-looking" statements. All
statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed
forward-looking statements. Specifically, but without limitation, statements relating to the
decreased storage costs achieved with the ActiveScale storage solutions are forward-
looking statements within the meaning of the Safe Harbor. All forward-looking statements
are based on information available to Quantum on the date hereof. These statements
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause Quantum's
actual results to differ materially from those implied by the forward-looking statement. More
detailed information about these risk factors, and additional risk factors, are set forth in
Quantum's periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, but not
limited to, those risks and uncertainties listed in the section entitled "Risk Factors," in
Quantum's  Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on June 24,
2020. , Quantum expressly disclaims any obligation to update or alter its forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as
required by applicable law.
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